ProSteward360™
Hazard communication – simplified

Meeting regulatory compliance obligations in a global business environment has never been more challenging. Product stewardship and regulatory compliance activities continue to grow for chemical manufacturers, suppliers and users around the world, directly impacting a company’s risk exposure and competitive position.

Companies that produce and/or handle hazardous materials must comply with ever-evolving chemical control and hazard communication regulations throughout the world. REACH, CLP and U.S. HazCom 2012 are in the midst of implementation, additional countries are progressing with GHS adoption, and updates to the United Nation’s GHS Purple Book continue. To meet demands for real-time e-commerce and supply chain collaboration, chemical buyers seek technologies and trading partners capable of supporting the electronic exchange of chemical data and regulatory documents. CGI’s ProSteward360, developed and maintained in partnership with industry leaders, is a global solution to help companies address these regulatory and supply chain pressures, and keep pace with growing demand in compliance activities.

A PROVEN SYSTEM BUILT FOR REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

ProSteward360 enables streamlined product stewardship and product life-cycle management processes to comply with hazard communication regulations. It allows companies to manage a wide range of chemical, regulatory, toxicology and product data, as well as create and distribute hazard communication documents to comply with regulatory and business requirements. Its sophisticated rules engine supports all country-specific adoptions of the GHS and REACH.

Through more than 15 years of implementing ProSteward solutions for chemical safety and regulatory compliance, CGI has compiled a complete set of global classifications and statement-selection rules that result in appropriate classification across regions and assign regulatory information to be displayed on all variations of global hazard communications documents. Our clients provide safe handling and use information to their customers and employees in over 100 countries in approximately 40 different languages. ProSteward360’s core capabilities include:

- **SDS/eSDS Authoring.** Manage business, toxicology and regulatory information using a customizable and configurable workflow capability. Create an unlimited number of document types such as SDSs, labels, and shipping documents in various regulatory formats and languages.
• **Exposure Scenario Management.** Store, manage and determine the use and exposure scenario information needed for REACH compliance.

• **Vendor SDS Management.**
  Store and maintain vendor SDSs along with authored SDSs in one central repository for easy employee access.

• **Workplace Hazard Communication.** Give employees one-stop access to critical information regarding Employee Right to Know, inventory management, SARA reporting, and site-level authorized material use lists.

• **Supply Chain Support.**
  Efficiently receive and manage information regulated by REACH to enable the sharing of relevant data with both downstream (customers) and upstream (suppliers) users.

• **Reporting & Integration.** Use the powerful and flexible integration engine to flow data to third-party EHS systems to support additional business requirements such as Volume Tracking, Chemical Safety Assessments, REACH registrations and Supply Chain management. Enable cross-system EHS data access and report generation through integration with SAP or other ERP systems to create a seamless product lifecycle management solution; from chemical R&D through commercialization and distribution of SDS documents to your customer.

**PROSTEWARD360 – MANAGED SERVICE AND SAAS OPTIONS**

As a full-service IT provider, CGI can implement ProSteward360 in your environment where it can be run and maintained by your IT staff or by CGI. To further reduce day-to-day management complexity and optimize operations, CGI also provides options to host the software and provide 24/7/365 global operations support from our state-of-the-art data centers and dedicated application management teams. As another option, ProSteward360 can be licensed and hosted on a subscription basis, provided as Software as a Service. In short, CGI can tailor your implementation of ProSteward360 to best fit your situation.

**OTHER REGULATORY COMPLIANCE SERVICES**

In addition to regulatory compliance software, CGI has an established team of authors, well trained in GHS and REACH, who can provide SDS authoring services in ProSteward360 or in your existing system. We can also provide regulatory training and consulting to your staff to help you achieve your compliance goals.